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For each credit, the student will be expected to spend, on average, 3 hours per week in combination of in-class and out-of-
class activity. 
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Course Number: MTH-243
Title: Statistics I
Date Approved: 11/20/2020

Credits: 4
Length of Course: 44

Grading Method: A-F or Pass/No Pass

Prerequisites: MTH-105 or MTH-111 with a C or better, or placement in
MTH-243

Co-requisites: None
Recommended: WRD-098 or placement in WR-121
Required: None
Related Instruction Area: Computation
Uses Library Resources: No

Department: Mathematics
Outline Developed by: Carrie Kyser
Course Approved as: Lower Division Collegiate

Course Description:

An introduction to Descriptive and Inferential Statistics explores how data summaries are produced so that we can better
understand the data-based information that we encounter in our lives and careers. In this exploration, we will touch on the
topics of graphical depictions and verbal descriptions of datasets, discrete and continuous probability models including
binomial and normal distributions, sampling distributions, introduction to inferential statistics, and confidence intervals.

 

Student Learning Outcomes:

Upon successful completion of this course, students should be able to:

1. interpret numerical information and use it to inform and build knowledge with others; (MA2)
2. use the forms, structures, and vocabulary of statistics to organize real-world phenomena in quantitative terms; (MA1,
MA2)
3. confidently engage with scenarios involving data and their graphical representations. (MA1)

Major Topic Outline:



 

1. Numerical and categorical data
2. Representativeness, randomness, and design of studies
3. Summarizing data: shape, center, spread
4. Using graphs to describe data, including normal distributions
5. Making predictions
a. Univariate and Bivariate Data
b. Probability in one- and two-way tables
c. Regression
d. Correlation and Independence
6. Theoretical Distributions
a. Developing models to compare our data to theoretical distributions
b. Binomial distributions
c. Normal distributions
d. Simulations
e. Informal inference
7. Drawing conclusions about a population from a sample
a. Sample size
b. Randomness
c. Exploration of variability between samples through simulation
d. Central Limit Theorem for numerical and categorical data
e. Confidence Intervals



AAOT/ASOT GENERAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES
COURSE OUTLINE MAPPING CHART

 
 

Outcomes addressed by the course:

'C' - this course completely addresses the outcome. Students who successfully complete this course are likely to have

attained this learning outcome.

'S' - this course substantially addresses the outcome. More than one course is required for the outcome to be completely

addressed. Students who successfully complete all of the required courses are likely to have attained this learning outcome.

'P' - this course partially addresses the outcome. Students will have been exposed to the outcome as part of the class, but

the class is not a primary means for attaining the outcome and assessment for general education purposes may not be

necessary.

As a result of completing the AAOT/ASOT general education requirements students will be able to:

___________________________________________________________________________________

MA: Mathematics Outcomes

 
C   1. Use appropriate mathematics to solve problems.

C  
2. Recognize which mathematical concepts are applicable to a scenario, apply appropriate mathematics and

technology in its analysis, and then accurately interpret, validate, and communicate the results.


